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The Reactive Foundation Launches To Support Next Phase of Software Architecture [4]

The Linux Foundation, the nonprofit organization enabling mass innovation through open
source, today announced the launch of the Reactive Foundation, a community of leaders
established to accelerate technologies for building the next generation of networked
applications. The foundation is made up of Alibaba, Lightbend, Netifi and Pivotal as initial
members and includes the successful open source RSocket specification, along with
programming language implementations.
The aim of reactive programming is to build applications that maintain a consistent user
experience regardless of traffic on the network, infrastructure performance and different end
user devices (computers, tablets, smartphones). Reactive programming uses a message-driven
approach to achieve the resiliency, scalability and responsiveness that is required for today?s
networked cloud-native applications, independent of their underlying infrastructure.
[...]
?With the rise of cloud-native computing and modern application development practices,
reactive programming addresses challenges with message streams and will be critical to
adoption,? said Michael Dolan, VP of Strategic Programs at the Linux Foundation. ?With the
Reactive Foundation, the industry now has a neutral home for supporting the open source

projects enabling reactive programming.?

Kubernetes literally everywhere, smoking hot Java, and more industry trends [5]

As part of my role as a senior product marketing manager at an enterprise software company
with an open source development model, I publish a regular update about open source
community, market, and industry trends for product marketers, managers, and other
influencers. Here are five of my and their favorite articles from that update.

ONF Open Sources Stratum, Basis for Its Next-Gen SDN Stack [6]

Open Data: Standardizing Agreements to Enable Easier Data Sharing and Collaboration[7] [Ed: Typical openwashing of
Microsoft by Dick Weisinger]

There are an abundant number of open source licenses to choose from to support the public
sharing and collaboration of software code. These licenses include Apache, BSD, GNU, MIT,
Mozilla and others. That?s not the case though when it comes to public sharing of data.
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